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Ninja Hacking: Unconventional Penetration Testing Tactics and TechniquesSyngress Publishing, 2010

	Ever thought of using the time-tested tactics and techniques of the ancient ninja to understand the mind of today's ninja, the hacker? As a penetration tester or security consultant you no doubt perform tests both externally and internally for your clients that include both physical and technical tests. Throw traditional pen...


		

Big Data Made Easy: A Working Guide to the Complete Hadoop ToolsetApress, 2014

	Many corporations are finding that the size of their data sets are outgrowing the capability of their systems to store and process them. The data is becoming too big to manage and use with traditional tools. The solution: implementing a big data system.


	As Big Data Made Easy: A Working...


		

Developing RESTful Web Services with Jersey 2.0Packt Publishing, 2013

	Learn how to design and implement a test automation framework block by block


	Overview

	
		A simple and easy demonstration of the important concepts will enable you to translate abstract ideas into practice
	
		Each chapter begins with an outline and a brief statement of content to help the reader...







		

How to Cheat in Photoshop Elements 6: Create stunning photomontages on a budgetFocal Press, 2007
Full of quirky tips and tricks for fun and creative image manipulation in Elements!     

       How to Cheat in Elements 6 is an invaluable resource for all users of Photoshop Elements and shows you how to 'cheat' by sharing insider secrets from clever and cunning Elements gurus, David Asch and series forerunner, Steve...

		

Penetration Tester's Open Source Toolkit, Third EditionSyngress Publishing, 2011

	Penetration testing is often considered an art as much as it is a science, but even an
	artist needs the right brushes to do the job well. Many commercial and open source
	tools exist for performing penetration testing, but it’s often hard to ensure that you
	know what tools are available and which ones to use for a certain task....


		

Mastering Modern Web Penetration TestingPackt Publishing, 2016

	Key Features

	
		This book covers the latest technologies such as Advance XSS, XSRF, SQL Injection, Web API testing, XML attack vectors, OAuth 2.0 Security, and more involved in today's web applications
	
		Penetrate and secure your web application using various techniques
	
		Get this comprehensive...







		

Hunting Security BugsMicrosoft Press, 2006
Your essential reference to software security testing—from the experts.

Learn how to think like an attacker—and identify potential security issues in your software. In this essential guide, security testing experts offer practical, hands-on guidance and code samples to help you find, classify, and assess security bugs before...


		

How to Use Adobe Photoshop CS2Sams Publishing, 2005
Have you ever looked at your color pictures and wished you could make them black and white? Or maybe you've dreamed about taking that photo of your brother, cutting the head off and placing it on the body of a grizzly bear. The tool that you need is Adobe Photoshop and the book you need to learn all about it is ...


		

A Tester's Guide to .NET ProgrammingApress, 2006
Today’s software testing environment has changed. A common trend we are seeing these days is
advertisements for software developers and testers that look virtually the same. Today, companies
all seem to require software test professionals with in-depth knowledge of programming languages
and with significant database skills....





		

Demystifying the Ipsec Puzzle (Artech House Computer Security Series)Artech House Publishers, 2001
Now that the Internet has blossomed into the "Information Superhighway," with its traffic (and drivers) becoming increasingly diverse, security has emerged as a primary concern. This innovative new book offers you a global, integrated approach to providing Internet Security at the network layer. You get a detailed presentation of the...

		

Advanced Infrastructure Penetration Testing: Defend your systems from methodized and proficient attackersPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		A highly detailed guide to performing powerful attack vectors in many hands-on scenarios and defending significant security flaws in your company's infrastructure

	
		Key Features

		
			Advanced exploitation techniques to breach modern operating systems and complex network devices
	...




		

Coding for Penetration Testers: Building Better ToolsSyngress Publishing, 2016

	Coding for Penetration Testers: Building Better Tools, Second Edition provides readers with an understanding of the scripting languages that are commonly used when developing tools for penetration testing, also guiding users through specific examples of custom tool development and the situations where such tools might be used.
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